normalized by /(0) = 1, and satisfying a boundedness condition of the form |/(z) -l| < K. It is proved that a certain modification of the Thron continued fraction expansion of / converges to / uniformly on any \z\ < r < R.
Introduction.
In 1948 purpose of the present paper is to give an affirmative answer to this question.
A basic convergence property of the sequence \f \ We proceed to prove the following basic result on the sequence 1/1 > Q , defined by (2). Proof of (4). Let /Q(z) = 1 + 2~=I aqzq for |2| < #. Using (2) we obtain for 72 > 0 fnM =(1+ è %mA/Ù + f bqin)
(for z in a region fl containing z = 0), where
If for 72 > 0 and q> 1, c (n) = a^W -è (n), the recurrence formulas
show that (for n > 1, o > 1) We know that for q > 1 (7) l«,i<*h< For 72 > 0 the existence of DnÍK) = sup l/ñ (°)| is assured by (6), and (6) and (7) give
(which in general is meromorphic in \z\ < R).
Let 722 > 1 be an integer such that 1 < -\Jm + 1 < y < R. Using ( in |z| < R. Because of (12) and (2) holds for 0<K<H2, n=pm + q, p>0 and 0 < 9 £ m -1. Because of (10) and (11) the existence of the positive number
is assured (observe that FAkA < FqiKA for 0<K^< K2). Therefore FqiK)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use < M ■ K fot 0 < K < H2 and 0 < q < m -1. Thus (for n = pm + q, p>0 and 0 < q < 222-1) F iOpHA < M ■ H-dp < NIHJO ■ 6n/m = C ■ Qn/m. where H iz) -i\'l_lfAz).
From (4) and (2) we conclude that the infinite product n?°_.¡Az) converges uniformly on |z| < R and n^-i/ijV21) 4 0 on \z\<R.
Let 0 < r < R and choose y such that r < R/y < R and 1 < y < R. Denote Kr = KRiy) iKRiy) in Theorem 1). We then have from (4) \zni\-fniz))\<CRiy)iry/R)n for \z\ < r.
Further we use
This gives for \z\ < r (using (4)) |BnU)-l|<4ñB_1Cr)-lJ+r + r ¿|1+¿J
Let a > 1 be a number such that r .< a < R/y. Next we choose 72 and a constant G> 1 such that (l + 2yC Riy)4 RiR -ay))(l/a") < \/T -\/a and \Bkiz) -l| < Gak fot 0 < k < 72 -1. We are now able to conclude that
)<Cr(a»-Ua»(l-l))=to».
By induction we can now easily prove that \Bkiz) -l| < Gak for all k > 0.
Thus we have for \z\ < r |(1 -/"(z))ß"_i^)| < CR(y)iy/R)nil + Gan~l)< 2GCRiy)iay/R)n.
From the results obtained we are now able to conclude that
n-^00 B Az) + zB Az) °7
2-1 72-2 uniformly on \z\ < r and the theorem is proved.
We will now apply Theorem 2 to Theorem 3. Let R > 1. Let KR > 0 be a number such that fQ analytic in \z\ < R, /0(0) = 1 and |/Q(z) -l| < KR in \z\ < R imply that ümn_00/n(z) 1 uniformly in \z\ < R. Then the modified T-fraction expansion converges locally uniformly to /. 272 \z\ < R.
Proof. Let 0 < r < R. From Theorem 2 we pick out the number K . we know that the modified T-fraction expansion of / converges uniformly License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
